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Determination of degrees of hydration/reaction of components of blended cementitious

systems (i. e., cement and SCMs: supplementary cementitious materials) is essential to

estimate the systems’ properties. Although the best methods for determining degrees

of reaction of different SCMs have been recommended by RILEM TC238, they rely

on either expensive equipment (e.g., nuclear magnetic resonance) or time-consuming

sample preparation and data processing (e.g., backscattered electron image analysis).

Furthermore, these methods cannot simultaneously characterize degree of hydration

of cement and degree of reaction of SCMs. A novel decoupling method, which

can simultaneously estimate the degree of hydration of cement and the degree of

reaction of silica fume in binary cementitious materials, is proposed in this study. Based

on experimentally determined and theoretically validated stoichiometric parameters of

cement hydration and pozzolanic reaction, the contents of calcium hydroxide and hydrate

water in pastes are expressed as functions of degree of hydration of cement and

degree of reaction of silica fume. With the two contents determined by thermogravimetric

analysis, the two degrees can be solved mathematically. It is found that in binary

binders the incorporation of silica fume affects hydration kinetics of cement, leading to

lower ultimate degree of hydration, shorter dormant stage, and faster hydration in the

acceleration stage. As a result, the degree of hydration of cement in blended paste is

higher at early ages (e.g., 3 days) but lower at later ages (e.g., 120 days) than that

in plain cement paste. In a given blended paste, the degree of reaction of silica fume

can be tied to the degree of hydration of cement. The decoupling method is promising

for rapid estimations of degrees of hydration/reaction of cementitious materials in a

blended system, since it does not require expensive characterization tools or complex

data processing methods.

Keywords: silica fume, blended cement, degree of hydration, pozzolanic reaction, thermogravimetric analysis,
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INTRODUCTION

Supplementary cementitious materials (SCMs), such as silica
fume (SF), fly ash (FA), ground granulated blast-furnace slag
(GGBFS) and limestone (LS) powder, have been widely used in
concrete because of their environmental and performance merits
(Juenger and Siddique, 2015). On the one hand, SCMs can
minimize energy consumption and CO2 emission associated with
portland cement production (Damtoft et al., 2008; Schneider
et al., 2011; Gruyaert et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2017). On the other
hand, after short or long hydration times, SCMs incorporated
concrete can achieve similar or better mechanical properties, as
well as improved durability with respect to various deterioration
mechanisms, such as sulfate attack and chloride penetration,
compared with plain portland cement concrete (Lee et al., 2016;
Yoo and Kwon, 2016). Regardless of the type of cementitious
materials used, the temporal evolutions of degree of hydration
and assemblage of hydration products have direct and significant
impact on mechanical and transport properties of concrete.
Therefore, hydration kinetics of cementitious materials and
microstructure development of the paste are crucial to evaluate
and/or predict the serviceability and durability of concrete.

Several well-established methods for studying hydration
kinetics and microstructure evolution of plain portland cement
have been developed. The degree of hydration can be
routinely monitored/determined using one, or a combination,
of several experimental approaches, such as measurement of
heat of hydration (Wadsö, 2015; Lapeyre and Kumar, 2018),
quantification of non-evaporable water and calcium hydroxide
(CH) contents with thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) (Powers
and Brownyard, 1946; Fagerlund, 2009; Ma and Li, 2013;
Lothenbach et al., 2015), quantitative phase analysis with powder
x-ray diffraction (XRD) (Snellings, 2015), and backscattered
electron (BSE) image analysis (Scrivener et al., 2016). The
microstructure and phase assemblage of hardened pastes can be
characterized using mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP) (Ma,
2014), nitrogen adsorption (Escalante-Garcia, 2003), BSE image
analysis (Scrivener et al., 2016), etc. Based on experimental results
and/or theoretical hydration kinetics, computer models, such
as HYMOSTRUC (van Breugel, 1995a,b), the multi-component
model (Kishi and Maekawa, 1996), CEMHYD3D (Bentz et al.,
1998), and µic (Bishnoi and Scrivener, 2009; Kumar et al., 2012),
have been developed to describe the hydration process of cement
and/or microstructural development of cement paste. However,
when these methods are employed in SCMs incorporated
cementitious materials, one may encounter problems due to
complexities of SCMs and the multi-component pastes (Fanghui
et al., 2015). Although thermodynamic models, for example,
GEMS (Gibbs free energy minimization software), have been
used to resolve such complexities, they necessitate specific
inputs of degrees of hydration of each reactant at a target
point (De Weerdt et al., 2011; Schöler et al., 2015; Fernández
et al., 2018). Computer-based microstructure models also need
explicit information pertaining to degree of reaction of each
component and/or kinetic (e.g., C-S-H nucleation and growth)
parameters to simulate microstructure development in multi-
phase cement paste (Ma, 2013). How to determine degrees

of hydration/reaction of various components in a blended
cementitious material is thus an essential research topic.

Since hydration of cement and pozzolanic reactions of
SCMs are exothermic processes, several models based on direct
calorimetry measurements have been developed to describe the
hydration of blended cementitious materials (De Schutter and
Taerwe, 1995; Swaddiwudhipong et al., 2003; Riding et al., 2013).
They are useful in predicting the heat of hydration and semi-
adiabatic temperature rise in mass concrete, and can be used
to broadly estimate the overall degree of hydration of blended
cementitious materials (Fanghui et al., 2016; Qiang et al., 2016;
Zhang et al., 2016). However, the interactions between cement
hydration and pozzolanic reaction of SCMs (with portlandite) are
not explicitly considered by these models. To better describe the
hydration behavior of multi-component cementitious materials,
quantitative methods that can simultaneously determine the
degree of hydration of cement and the degrees of pozzolanic
reaction of SCMs are needed.

It is generally accepted that the reactions of SCMs (amorphous
silica and alumina) consume CH from hydration of cement,
leading to formation of secondary (i.e., pozzolanic) C-S-H
and other phases (e.g., calcium aluminate hydrates). Assuming
that the degree of hydration of cement is not affected by
SCMs, one can determine the degree of pozzolanic reaction of
SCMs incorporated in the same paste based on experimentally
determined reduction in CH content and reasonably formulated
stoichiometry of pozzolanic reactions (Shi and Day, 2000;
Pane and Hansen, 2005; Neithalath et al., 2009; Rodríguez
et al., 2012). However, this assumption, albeit basic, is invalid
due to the filler effect, dilution effect, as well as pozzolanic
effect of SCMs. Similarly, calculating degree of hydration of
blended cementitious materials directly from non-evaporable
water content may also be problematic, because the influence
of SCMs on the non-evaporable water content of the paste is
not explicitly known (Weng et al., 1997; Escalante-Garcia, 2003).
Some researchers proposed to determine the degree of reaction
of SCMs first, and then to calculate the degree of hydration of
cement mathematically. Lam et al. (2000) proposed a method
which uses the degree of reaction of FA as a “cementing efficient
factor” to calculate the effective water-to-cement ratio, based
on which the degree of hydration of cement is estimated. Li
et al. (Xiang et al., 2009) experimentally determined the degree
of reaction of FA and the overall content of CH, from which
the hydration degree of cement in the blended cement paste
was derived based on the stoichiometric relationships proposed
by Papadakis (1999). The accuracy of this type of method
depends on the stoichiometric relationships used to describe the
pozzolanic reactions and the experimental methods employed to
characterize the degree of pozzolanic reaction. The degrees of
reaction of SCMs are often determined by measuring the amount
of unreacted SCMs using selective dissolution methods (Li et al.,
1985; Ohsawa et al., 1985; Lam et al., 2000; Poon et al., 2001;
Haha et al., 2010; Narmluk and Nawa, 2011). However, in some
instances, the selective dissolution method may not be reliable.
For instance, Haha et al. (2010) demonstrated that the EDTA-
based selective dissolution methods underestimate the degree
of reaction of FA due to the presence of amorphous phases.
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Similarly other solvents-based selective dissolution methods
cannot completely dissolve the hydrates and unreacted OPC
phases, and thus lead to unpredictable errors. Image analysis
methods (Haha et al., 2010; Deschner et al., 2013) have been
also proposed for such estimations. These methods, which rely
on analyses of BSE images, are not perfect, but considered to
be more reliable than selective dissolution methods (Scrivener
et al., 2015). Kocaba et al. (2012) showed that selective dissolution
methods are also unreliable when used to determine the degree of
reaction of GGBFS, and suggested an image analysis method to
produce relatively more accurate estimates. BSE image analysis
was also recommended as the best method to characterize
the degree of reaction of GGBFS in a blended paste, because
unreacted GGBFS particles have a unique gray level range in
BSE images, thus making it easier to distinguish them from
unhydrated cement and hydrates (Scrivener et al., 2015). In spite
of these merits, BSE image analysis fails to characterize degree of
reaction of SF, since SF particles can be smaller than the pixel size
of a BSE image. In such cases, researchers have recommended
using nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) (Scrivener et al.,
2015). However, NMR is not a widely and routinely available
characterization tool in most of research institutes. BSE image
analysis has another drawback, that is, it requires tedious and
time consuming procedure to prepare samples and a large
number of images to perform statistical analysis. Therefore, this
method is more suitable for validation of other methods, rather
than being used as the primary method for characterization of
degree of reaction of SCMs (Scrivener et al., 2016).

Another class of methods used to characterize the hydration
of binary blended cementitious materials can be called
decoupling methods. These methods require only basic
material characterization equipment (e.g., TGA and calorimetry)
that are cost-efficient and widely available. They need neither
time-consuming sample preparation nor complicated data
interpretation. The obtained experimental results can be
analyzed mathematically, based on theoretically-derived
stoichiometric relations, to estimate degree of hydration of
cement and degree of reaction of SCMs in a single step. Wang
et al. (2004) assumed that the volumetric expansion coefficients
of pozzolanic reaction products are equal to that of hydration
products and established a set of functions to describe the
reduction of porosity. The porosity and the CH content in the
hardened blended cement paste were experimentally quantified,
and the equations were solved to estimate both degree of
hydration of cement and the degree of pozzolanic reaction of
FA. A similar method was employed to study SF-cement system
(Atlassi, 1995). These methods are straightforward and easy to
use, thus are worthy to be further tested and refined.

Inspired by prior decoupling methods, this study proposes
a novel decoupling method to simultaneously estimate the
degree of hydration of cement and the degree of reaction of
the SCM in binary pastes. SF, which is a relatively pure and
homogeneous compound (amorphous silica content >90%), is
selected as a representative example of SCM to demonstrate
fundamental aspects of this decoupling method. The proposed
method does not require determination of the degree of reaction
of SF through selective dissolution or NMR. Instead, the hydrate

(chemically bonded) water and CH contents of SF-cement pastes
are expressed as functions of the degree of hydration of cement
(α) and the degree of reaction of SF (αSF), using well-established
and validated stoichiometric relations. Since the aforementioned
pair of contents can be determined using TGA, α, and αSF can
be estimated by solving an equation set (two equations of two
unknowns). Validation of themethod is provided using a separate
and indirect porosity-based method.

EXPERIMENTS

Materials
Cement that satisfies the requirements of ASTM C150 for Type I
portland cement was used in this study. Its engineering properties
can be expressed by the initial setting time of 150min, the final
setting time of 180min, 7 days compressive strength of 41 MPa
and 28 days compressive strength of 57 MPa. The chemical
composition of the cement, as expressed by percentages of oxides,
is listed in Table 1. The mineral composition, in percentages
of the four basic mineral phases and gypsum, calculated from
modified Bogue calculations (Standard US., 2018) is listed in
Table 2. Besides, Blain surface area of the irregularly shaped
cement particles is 360 m2/kg, and its density is 3.15 g/cm3.
Condensed SF, of which 93% is amorphous silica, was used in
this study. Its chemical composition is shown in Table 1. The
mean single particle diameter of the SF is 0.1µm and the average
density is 2.2 g/cm3.

Sample Preparation
Plain cement pastes were prepared with water-to-cement ratios
(w/c) of 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5. In binary cementitious materials,
weight-based substitution levels of cement by SF were 5 and 10%,
respectively. In blended pastes, the water-to-binder ratio (w/b)
was kept constant at 0.4. The six pastes were named PC03, PC04,
PC05, SF00 (identical to PC04), SF05, and SF10, respectively. To
prepare the pastes, raw materials were mixed using a vertical-
axis pot mixer. Water was poured into the pot, then cementitious
materials were added slowly while the blades were rotating. In the
case of blended pastes, SF was added first, followed by cement.
The subsequent mixing process consisted of a 3-min low speed
mixing, a half-minute pause, and a 2-min high-speed mixing.
After mixed, fresh mixtures were cast into φ15mm plastic tubes,
and two ends of the tubes were sealed to prevent moisture
exchange and carbonation. Sealed specimens were stored at 23
± 2◦C until specific ages for characterization. Concerned ages
included 1, 3, 7, 28, 60, and 120 days.

Thermogravimetric Analysis
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) was used to determine the
contents of hydrate water and CH in the plain and blended
cement pastes. At specific ages, small pieces were firstly sawed
off from the paste specimens, and then ground into fine particles
(<63µm) in a CO2-free chamber. Hydration was arrested using
isopropanol [solvent exchange (Winnefeld et al., 2016)] for
15min followed by ether flushing. After drying, about 40mg
of the resulting powder sample was analyzed by recording the
weight while heating the sample up from room temperature
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TABLE 1 | Chemical composition of the ordinary portland cement (%).

CaO SiO2 Al2O3 Fe2O3 SO3 MgO Equivalent Na2O Free CaO LOI

Cement 64.05 20.37 5.37 3.18 2.09 2.35 0.52 1 1.05

SF 0.42 93.02 0.69 1.07 0.41 1.21 0.65 - 1.03

TABLE 2 | Mineral composition of the ordinary portland cement (%).

C3S C2S C3A C4AF CSH2

54.49 17.30 8.85 9.68 5.05

to 1,000◦C at 10◦C/min, in a TGA 5500 (TA Instruments).
Nitrogen gas was chosen to maintain an inert atmosphere, and
corundum was selected as the reference material. Contents of
hydrate water and CH were calculated from the weight loss in
the ranges of <550◦C and 450–550◦C, respectively (De Weerdt
et al., 2011; Schöler et al., 2015; Adu-Amankwah et al., 2017).
Hydrate water content is normalized by dehydrated sample
weight at 550◦C, to obtain the hydrate water amount per
gram of binder (wH). In plain cement paste, wH is used to
calculate the degree of hydration of cement (α), that is, α

= wH/ 0.23. CH content is normalized by the dried sample
weight before TGA, to calculate mCH , that is, weight percentage
of CH in dry paste sample (anhydrous binder and hydration
products). Note that the abovementioned temperature ranges are
rough descriptions, and the exact temperature boundaries for
temperature intervals were determined by the tangent method
from the corresponding derivative thermogravimetric (DTG)
curve. The standard deviations of five independent TGA analyses
at all tested ages were not larger than 0.15% for mH and 0.2% for
mCH . It is also worth noting that the adopted drying method may
lead to overestimation of hydrate water content, and, thus, degree
of hydration. However, this method is consistent with current
practice of characterization (Scrivener et al., 2016), and has high
enough reliability for the purpose of estimating, rather than
accurately determining, the degree of hydration of cement and
the degree of reaction of silica fume in a blended cement paste.

Mercury Intrusion Porosimetry
Mercury intrusion porosimetry (MIP) was employed to
determine the capillary porosity (φ), pore size distribution
(PSD) curves, and skeletal density (ρ skeletal

p , g/cm3) of hydrated
pastes, for parameter derivation and validation of the decoupling
method. At all concerned ages, cuboid samples with the
smallest dimension smaller than 5mm were sawed off from the
specimen. Hydration suspension and drying were performed
according to the solvent replacement drying procedure suggested
by Aligizaki (2005). For pore size calculations based on
Washburn equation (Washburn, 1921), the contact angle
between mercury and hardened cement paste was chosen as
130◦ and the mercury surface tension of 480 mN/m was used.
The abovementioned critical specimen size, drying method, and
theoretical parameters, as well as other operational parameters,

were all selected based on a general discussion on utilization
of MIP in concrete technology (Ma, 2014). A Micromeritics
AutoPore IV 9500 was used for MIP measurements. The
instrument has a maximum applicable pressure of 210 MPa,
which corresponds to a minimum detectable pore diameter of
approximately 6 nm, when the selected contact angle and surface
tension are used for pore size calculation. It is worth noting
that, although MIP is an inappropriate method for determining
the pore size distribution of cement-based materials because of
the well-known ink-bottle effect (Moro and Böhni, 2002), it is
useful to provide threshold diameters, intrudable pore volume
measurements, as well as overall comparisons of pore structures
(finer or coarser) (Diamond, 2000). Only physically meaningful
parameters from MIP were used for derivations and validations
in this study.

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Parameters Related to Cement Hydration
Since pozzolanic reaction of SF consumes CH from cement
hydration to form secondary reaction product, it is essential to
know how CH is formed and consumed. Cement hydration is
so complex that no agreement on how it takes place has been
reached. Therefore, in this study, CH formation during cement
hydration is estimated from experimental results. Another key
parameter, volume of hydrates generated when one unit volume
of cement is completely hydrated (κh), is also derived from
experimental results. Derivations of these two parameters from
TGA and MIP results are presented in this section. TGA results
(i.e., α and mCH) and MIP results (i.e., φ and ρskeletal

p ) of
the three plain cement pastes at different ages—used for the
derivations—are shown in Table 3. Figure 1 shows a comparison
of α characterized in this study and those predicted (at 23◦C,
consistent with the curing temperature in this study) by a model
developed by Riding et al. (2013). Riding’s model was developed
through regression on degrees of hydration of 7 types of portland
cements in various pastes (various w/c ratios at 18 different ages),
and, thus, captures the effects of cement composition, fineness,
andw/c on hydration kinetics. This comparison, to a large extent,
shows the reliability of the TGA method used in this study in
estimating the degree of hydration of cement.

mCH and ρskeletal
p take only solid phases (anhydrous cement

and hydration products) into account, and the fractions of
anhydrous cement and hydration products in the solid phases
are determined by α (regardless of w/c). Therefore, both mCH

and ρskeletal
p should be functions of α. In Figures 2, 3, mCH and

ρskeletal
p are plotted against α. Two curves/lines are added to mark

the global and high degree of hydration range trends. In Figure 2,
it can be seen that mCH slightly increases in the low-α range,
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TABLE 3 | Experimental results of plain cement pastes.

Age (days) 1 3 7 28 60 120

PC03 α 0.28 0.43 0.52 0.61 0.65 0.68

mCH 0.149 0.165 0.188 0.205 0.217 0.227

φ 0.261 0.198 0.184 0.142 0.122 0.114

ρskeletalp 2.464 2.355 2.308 2.255 2.206 2.219

PC04 α 0.33 0.51 0.63 0.7 0.72 0.75

mCH 0.196 0.208 0.217 0.236 0.245 0.250

φ 0.337 0.283 0.251 0.202 0.182 0.158

ρskeletalp 2.448 2.304 2.275 2.219 2.136 2.092

PC05 α 0.36 0.56 0.67 0.73 0.79 0.81

mCH 0.203 0.215 0.227 0.239 0.249 0.258

φ 0.386 0.329 0.301 0.238 0.212 0.176

ρskeletalp 2.454 2.301 2.241 2.081 2.087 2.082

FIGURE 1 | Comparison of the degrees of hydration data and Riding’s model.

while gradually merging with the high-α range trend line—which
shows a directly proportional relation between mCH and α. As
seen in Figure 3, the evolution of ρskeletal

p has a similar trend: it
decreases, slightly, with respect to α in low-α range, and then
merges into a line where there is a negative constant ratio between
these two parameters. The authors acknowledge that early age (or
low-α range) data are affected by the rapid hydration of C3A, so
only data of age >3 days (or α > 0.5) are selected for further
analysis. It also implies that the method developed in this study is
applicable for cementitious materials at later ages as opposed to
early ages.

Provided 1 cm3 (unit volume) of cement, and ignoring
shrinkage, the volume of cement paste prepared with a specific
w/c is

Vp = 1 + ρcem · w/c (1)

where ρcem is the density of cement. At a specific degree of
hydration, α, the volume of anhydrous cement is

Vanhydrous = 1 − α (2)

FIGURE 2 | Evolution of CH mass fraction following degree of hydration.

FIGURE 3 | Evolution of paste skeletal density following degree of hydration.

The total volume of solid phases including anhydrous cement and
hydrates can be calculated as

Vs = Vp · (1 − φ) (3)

in which the volume of hydrates is

Vh = Vs − Vanhydrous (4)

From mCH , the volume fraction of CH in the solid phases can be
calculated as

v s
CH = mCH ·

ρ skeletal
p

ρCH
(5)

where density of CH, ρCH = 2.24 g/cm3. Thus, the volume of CH
can be obtained as

VCH = v s
CH · Vs (6)
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FIGURE 4 | Evolution of v h
CH

following degree of hydration.

Based on VCH , the volume fraction of CH in hydrates is
calculated as

v h
CH =

VCH

Vh
(7)

and the volume of CH generated when this unit volume of
cement is completely hydrated can be determined as

κCH =
VCH

α
(8)

To sum up, the above two parameters can be expressed as

vhCH =
mCH · ρskeletal

p

ρCH
·

(1− φ)(1+ ρcem · w/c)

(1− φ)(1+ ρcem · w/c)− (1− α)
(9)

κCH =
mCH · ρskeletal

p · (1− φ)(1+ ρcem · w/c)

ρCH · α
(10)

Using TGA and MIP results included in Table 3, v h
CH and κCH

are calculated, and plotted against α in Figures 4, 5, respectively.
It can be seen that, in the high-α range, both v h

CH and κCH are
constants. After averaging, these two parameters are derived as
v h
CH = 0.272 and κCH = 0.583, respectively.
Given these two constants, the volume of hydrates when

one unit volume of cement is completely hydrated, κh, can be
obtained as κh = κCH/v h

CH = 0.583/0.272 = 2.14. This deduced
value of κh is consistent with the value used for developing the
well-known Powers’ model, that is, 2.13 (Sanahuja et al., 2007).

Reaction of SF in Binary Paste
In this study, it is assumed that the pozzolanic reaction of SF
takes place according to Equation (11). This assumption has
been adopted successfully in many simulations and calculations
involving SF (Bentz, 2000; Bentz et al., 2000; Swaddiwudhipong
et al., 2003; Yajun and Cahyadi, 2004).

S+ 1.1CH + 2.8H → C1.1SH3.9 (11)

FIGURE 5 | Evolution of κCH following degree of hydration.

According to Equation (11), when 1 g of amorphous silica is
reacted, the mass of pozzolanic C-S-H produced is

κ m
r, S = MPC−S−H/MS (12)

where Mi represents the molecular weight of i in g/mol. Given
that molecular weight of pozzolanic C-S-H MPC−S−H = 191.8
g/mol (based on C-S-H stoichiometry shown in Equation 11) and
that of silica MS = 60 g/mol, κ m

r, S =191.8/60= 3.20 g/g reacted
silica. The masses of consumed CH and water are 1.1MCH/MS

= 1.36 g/g reacted silica and 2.8MH/MS = 0.84 g/g reacted
silica, respectively. In the SF incorporated system, the increase
in hydrate water equals the amount of water consumed, that is,
0.84 g/g reacted silica. When the reactant is SF rather than silica,
the amounts of CH and H consumption should be multiplied by
the glass phase content, GCSF , while the total amount of solid
products generated when 1 g of SF is totally reacted reads

κ m
r, SF = κ m

r, S · GCSF + (1 − GCSF) (13)

For the SF used in this study, GCSF = 93%, thus, κ m
r, SF =

3.20×0.93+(1–0.93) = 3.04 g/g reacted SF. One of the reactants
in Equation (11), CH, is formed in cement hydration. Therefore,
the net mass increase of reaction products when 1 g of SF is totally
reacted can be calculated by subtracting the mass of consumed
CH, i.e.,1.36 g/g reacted silica, from κ m

r, SF , that is

κ m
r, SF

′
= κ m

r, SF − 1.36 GCSF (14)

Substituting GCSF into Equation (14), the calculations lead to
κ m
r, SF

′ =1.78 g/g reacted SF, in which the increase in chemically
bound hydrate water and gel water totals 0.78 g/g reacted SF. It
should be noted that this describes the “undersaturated” state.
If the reaction products are dried under 11%RH, gel water will
evaporate, and C1.1SH3.9 transforms into C1.1SH2.0 (Bentz, 2000).
Under such dry conditions, κ m

r, S =2.63 g/g reacted silica, and the
consumed water is 0.9MH/MS =0.27 g/g reacted silica. Through
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Equations (13, 14), the value of κ m
r, SF

′ =1.25 g/g reacted SF,
in which the chemically bound water is 0.25 g/g reacted SF. To
sum up, the complete reaction of 1 g SF (used in this study)
under saturated condition needs 0.78 g water, in which 0.25 g
transforms to chemically bound water, while 0.53 g to gel water
or physically bound water.

When 1 cm3 (unit volume) of silica is totally reacted, the
volume of pozzolanic C-S-H is

κ v
r, S =

VPC−S−H

VS
(15)

where Vi represents the molar volume of i in cm3/mol. Given
that VPC−S−H = 101.81 cm3/mol, VS = 27.27 cm3/mol, VCH =

33.1 cm3/mol and VH = 33.1 cm3/mol, it can be calculated that
κ v
r, S =101.81/27.27= 3.73 cm3/cm3 reacted silica. The volume of

consumed CH and water are 1.1VCH/VS = 1.34 cm3/ cm3 reacted
silica and 2.8 VH/VS = 1.85 cm3/ cm3 reacted silica, respectively.
When the reactant is SF rather than silica, calculations can be
carried out in a similar way with that in mass calculations above.
Thus, when 1 cm3 (unit volume) of SF is totally reacted, the
total volume of reaction products (including the inert residue
and assuming that the residue has the same density as that of
amorphous silica) is

κ v
r, SF = κ v

r, S · GCSF + (1 − GCSF) (16)

The net volume increase of reaction products, with respect to the
volume of cement hydrates, is

κ v
r, SF

′
= κ v

r, SF − 1.34 GCSF (17)

Substituting GCSF = 93% into Equations (16, 17), it can be
deduced that κ v

r, SF =3.54 cm3/ cm3 reacted SF and κ v
r, SF

′ =2.29

cm3/ cm3 reacted SF. The parameter κ v
r, SF

′ is higher than κh

(2.14 cm3/cm3 hydrated cement), which implies that SF is more
effective in filling capillary pores than cement at the same degree
of hydration/reaction.

Decoupling Cement Hydration and
SF Reaction
In section Parameters related to Cement Hydration, κCH has
been deduced to be 0.583 cm3/ cm3 hydrated cement. When 1 g
of cement is totally hydrated, the mass of CH formed can be
calculated as κ m

CH = κCH · ρCH/ ρcem = 0.415 g. Considering
that 1 g of blended binder consists ofmcem g of cement andmSF g
of SF, and it is hydrated to a specific degree, in which the degree
of hydration of cement is α and the reaction degree of SF is αSF ,
the mass fraction of CH in dried solid phase (dried according to
section Thermogravimetric Analysis) can be calculated as

mCH =
κm
CHmcemα − 1.36GCSFmSFαSF

mcem(1+ 0.23α)+mSF(1+ 0.27GCSFαSF)
(18)

while the amount of hydrate water is

wH = 0.23αmcem + 0.27GCSFαSFmSF (19)

TABLE 4 | Results of TGA for SF blended pastes (w/b = 0.4).

Age (days) SF replacement level

0 (SF00) 0.05 (SF05) 0.1 (SF10)

mCH wH mCH wH mCH wH

1 0.155 0.090 0.141 0.085 0.139 0.086

3 0.198 0.126 0.180 0.123 0.168 0.126

7 0.218 0.141 0.189 0.142 0.175 0.142

28 0.230 0.158 0.199 0.158 0.182 0.148

120 0.260 0.169 0.218 0.172 0.202 0.160

FIGURE 6 | Evolution and comparison of mCH in SF blended pastes.

The two parameters, mCH and wH , of blended pastes at different
ages were determined by TGA. The results are shown in Table 4.
Note that SF00 here and PC04 in section Parameters Related to
Cement Hydration are the same pastes (same cement and same
w/c). However, they were prepared in two different batches—the
first batch (PC04) for parameters derivation while the second
batch (SF00) for comparison with SF blended pastes. The mCH

and wH (or α) of SF00 in Table 4 deviate more or less from that
of PC04 in Table 3 at the same ages. These limited derivations
are attributed to variations in the actual curing conditions (i.e.,
temperature and humidity in the curing room). The evolution of
mCH is plotted in Figure 6. It can be seen that, the higher the
SF replacement, the lower the mCH at the same age. Even after
considering the dilution effect resulted from the incorporation of
SF, the mCH in blended cement paste is still lower than that of
reference plain cement paste. This should certainly be attributed
to the consumption of CH in the pozzolanic reaction of SF.

Substituting mCH , wH (Table 4), mcem (0.95 in SF05 and
0.90 in SF10) and mSF (0.05 in SF05 and 0.10 in SF10) into
Equations (18, 19), there are only two unknowns left in these
two equations, i.e., the degree of hydration of cement, α, and
the degree of reaction of SF, αSF . Solving this equation set, α

and αSF can be determined simultaneously. The results have
been plotted in Figure 7. It can be seen from Figure 7 that the
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FIGURE 7 | Evolutions of α and αSF in cement-SF blended pastes.

inclusion of SF accelerates hydration of cement at early ages, but
suppresses cement hydration slightly at later ages. The higher
the replacement ratio is, the more significant the effect will
be. The early age acceleration can be explained by the dilution
effect (constant w/b increases effective w/c) and the filler effect
(fine SF particles increase nucleation sites for precipitation of
hydration products), and the latter effect should be dominant.
SF is beneficial to the early development of hydration and
strength, and leads to the formation of denser microstructure
as compared with that of plain cement paste. However, the
dense microstructure may make it difficult for water to penetrate
toward the unhydrated remnants of cement, which suppresses
the late age hydration of cement (Neville, 1995). This dense
microstructure formed through early ages could also hinder the
reaction of agglomerated SF particles at later ages. This explains
why αSF almost stops increasing after 28 days, as shown in
Figure 7.

Hydration Kinetics of Cement-SF Binary
Pastes
In this study, the model developed by Riding et al. (2013) is
adopted to describe the hydration kinetics of cement in plain
cement paste. This model is expressed by Equation (20)

α (t) = αu · e
−( τ

24·t )
β

(20)

in which αu is a physically meaningful parameter—ultimate
degree of hydration, τ is the hydration time parameter in
hours related to the induction period, β is the hydration slope
parameter in the acceleration period, and t represents age of
paste in days. In blended pastes, the overall degree of hydration
of binder has two components, i.e., the degree of hydration of
cement, α, and the degree of reaction of SF,αSF . It is assumed
that the degree of hydration of cement in the blended binder
can also be described by the Riding’s model. Equation (20) was
used to fit the data points in Figure 7, as shown in Figure 8, and
the obtained kinetic parameters are listed in Table 5. It is seen

FIGURE 8 | Nonlinear fitting of hydration degree of cement (α) in blended

pastes.

TABLE 5 | Kinetic parameters in Equation (20) obtained from non-linear fitting.

Parameters αu τ (hours) β R2

SF00 0.7721 19.08 0.6561 0.9975

SF05 0.7701 13.66 0.6965 0.9949

SF10 0.7324 11.23 0.7503 0.9912

that the incorporation of SF tends to shorten the dormant stage
(smaller τ ) and further accelerate the acceleration stage (larger
β), both of which imply accelerated hydration of cement at early
ages. However, the long-term/ultimate degree of hydration of
cement is suppressed (slightly smaller αu).

To express hydration kinetics of the blended binders, the
reaction kinetics of SF also need to be known. Rather than
through separated fittings, the degree of reaction of SF (αSF)
is tied to the degree of hydration of cement (α) in the same
blended paste through a reasonably established relation, shown in
Equation (21), which is modified from Swaddiwudhipong et al.’s
work (Swaddiwudhipong et al., 2003). It is assumed that, in a
specific cement-SF binary paste at a particular status (or age), the
amount of SF that can be reacted depends on the content of CH
available for pozzolanic reaction. A parameter, µCH , is proposed
to denote the ratio of reacted CH in pozzolanic reaction to total
amount of CH form due to hydration of cement. The relation
between αSF and α can thus be expressed as

αSF =
0.74µCHκm

CHmcemα

GCSFmSF
(21)

where the constant 0.74 is the weight (g) of amorphous silica
reacted with 1 g of CH during the pozzolanic reaction described
by Equation (11). Theoretically, the parameter µCH should not
be a constant, but a function of the total amount of CH generated
by cement hydration (i.e., κ m

CHmcemα) and the total amount
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FIGURE 9 | Comparison of pore structure of SF incorporated cement pastes

at early and late ages.

of amorphous silica (i.e., GCSFmSF). This function has been
deduced empirically through surface fitting on experimental data
(in Figure 7), as shown in Equation (22),

µCH = 2.445− 34.54m′
CH − 12.34m′

S + 152.7m′
CH

2

+103.1m′
CHm

′
S − 209.3m′

CH
3
− 307.6m′

CH
2
m′

S

(22)

where m′
CH = κ m

CH mcemα, m′
S = GCSFmSF , and R2 = 0.9966

for the surface fitting. It is worth noting that Equation (22) is
only valid for the specific case in this study, as µCH should also
depends on the mean diameter and degree of agglomeration of
SF particles.

Validation
Since no precise method has been available to simultaneously
estimate the degree of hydration of cement (α) and degree
of reaction of SF (αSF) in a binary paste, an indirect method
is employed to preliminarily validate the decoupling approach
developed in this study. To do this, capillary porosity calculated
from a modified Powers’ model, based on the estimated α and
αSF , is compared with capillary porosity determined by MIP.
Assuming paste volume equals summation of volumes of water,
cement, and SF, and pore volume decreases due to expansions of
solid hydration/reaction products of cement and SF, the modified
Powers’ model is derived as

φ =
w/b−

κh−1
ρcem

·mcemα −
κvr,SF

′−1
ρSF

mSFαSF

w/b+ mcem
ρcem

+
mSF
ρSF

(23)

Substituting κh = 2.14, κ v
r, SF

′ =2.29, ρcem = 3.15 g/cm3 and

ρSF = 2.2 g/cm3 into Equation (22), the modified Powers’ model
can be re-written as

FIGURE 10 | Comparison of calculated and measured capillary porosity.

φ =
w/b− 0.36mcemα − 0.59mSFαSF

w/b+ 0.32mcem + 0.45mSF
(24)

Chemical shrinkage is ignored in this derivation.
Pore structure of SF incorporated cement pastes, SF05 and

SF10, are characterized byMIP. Their cumulative porosity curves
at ages of 3 days and 120 days are shown in Figure 9. It can
be seen that at both ages SF10 shows a finer pore structure,
represented by smaller threshold pore diameter. At early ages
(e.g., 3 days), higher SF content facilitates hydration of cement
and results in lower porosity; while at later ages (e.g., 120
days), higher SF content suppresses further hydration of cement
and leads to higher porosity. These findings of pore structure
are consistent with the revealed degrees of hydration/reaction
shown in Figure 7. Capillary porosities calculated from Equation
(24) and measured by MIP are compared in Figure 10. The
trends of evolution of porosities as well as the comparative
relations between SF05 and SF10 revealed by calculations and
measurements are consistent to each other, but the results of
calculations are consistently higher than MIP results. On the
one hand, Equation (24) ignores chemical shrinkage, which can
lead to errors in capillary porosity calculation. On the other
hand, MIP tends to underestimate, more or less, the capillary
porosity due to limited maximum pressure and the existence of
pores isolated from the interconnected capillary network (Ma
and Li, 2013; Ma et al., 2014, 2015). Considering these two points,
the deviation of calculated capillary porosities from MIP results
seems to be reasonable.

DISCUSSION

A decoupling method which can simultaneously estimate the
degree of hydration of cement and the degree of reaction
of SF of a cement-SF binary cementitious material in a
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FIGURE 11 | Sketch of the microstructure of SF incorporated cement paste: (A) initial status; (B) mature paste. In the images, colors represent specific phases: white,

anhydrous cement; blue, inner hydration products; green, outer C-S-H layer; yellow, crystalline hydrate (including CH); magenta, agglomerated SF particles; cyan/red,

secondary C-S-H formed in pozzolanic reaction of SF.

blended paste is presented in section Results and Analysis.
This method has been preliminarily and indirectly validated
through comparison of capillary porosities calculated from the
estimated degrees of hydration/reaction and those measured by
MIP. A direct validation is desired in future study, through
comparison of the estimated degree of reaction of SF with
that characterized by NMR, according to the RILEM TC 238
report (Scrivener et al., 2015), as well as a comparison of the
estimated degree of hydration of cement with that characterized
by quantitative XRD and/or BSE image analysis. Once validated,
this decoupling method will be a promising method for
prompt estimations of degrees of hydration/reaction of blended
cementitious materials, since it requires only widely available
and inexpensive characterization tools (i.e., TGA and MIP) and
simple data processing. It must be noted that the accuracy of this
method is limited by the stoichiometric parameters of cement
hydration, which are derived roughly from experimental results
in this study, and the assumed pozzolanic reaction, that is,
Equation (11). However, since the viability of the decoupling
method has been proven, stoichiometric parameters of cement
hydration and pozzolanic reaction derived from more reliable
methods, for example, thermodynamic simulation and advanced
characterizations, can be substituted into this model to improve
its accuracy. Furthermore, this decoupling method can be readily
extended to estimate the degree of reaction of other SCMs, for
example, FA andGGBFS, provided the stoichiometric parameters
of their pozzolanic reactions can be determined reliably.

The reaction kinetics of SF and the effect of SF on hydration
of cement depend on the degree of agglomeration of SF particles
(Meng et al., 2016) (out of other factors like mean particle size
and mass percentage of silica). This is because SF particles can
rarely be perfectly dispersed in cement paste; instead they form
flocs as sketched in Figure 11A. If SF can be perfectly dispersed,
its influence on cement hydration can be enhanced, and the

degree of hydration of cement can be improved. The authors
posit that it is reasonable to use Equations (20, 21) to describe the
hydration of cement in cement-SF blended paste, and the relation
between degree of hydration of SF and degree of hydration of
cement, respectively. However, it is clarified that Equation (22)
and the kinetic parameters listed in Table 5 are only valid under
the specific conditions of this study. Nevertheless, no regardless
of how SF particles are distributed in cement paste, they can block
the interconnected capillary network due to their small particle
size/large surface area and high reactivity, leading to finer pore
structures as sketched in Figure 11B and illustrated by the MIP
results in Figure 9.

CONCLUSIONS

Widely available and inexpensive experimental methods, that
is, TGA and MIP, are used to derive important stoichiometric
parameters of cement hydration and to characterize the porosity,
skeletal density, hydrate water, and CH contents of plain and
blended cement pastes. Based on the experimental results, a
decoupling method is developed to estimate the degree of
hydration of cement and degree of reaction of SF in a cement-
SF blended cement paste, using only TGA. A modified Powers’
model is derived to calculate capillary porosities of blended
pastes from the degrees of hydration/reaction of the pastes’
components. The calculated porosities are compared to MIP
results to validate the decoupling method, albeit indirectly. In
addition to the development and validation of the decoupling
method, the following conclusions can be drawn from this study:

(1) The incorporation of SF affects the hydration kinetics of
cement in the binary binder, leading to lower ultimate
degree of hydration, shorter dormant stage, and faster
reaction in the acceleration stage. As a result, the degree
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of hydration of cement in a blended paste is higher
at early ages (e.g., 3 days) but lower at later ages (e.g.,
120 days) than that in the reference plain cement paste.
In the tested range of substitution levels of cement
by SF (i.e., 5 and 10%), the higher the substitution
level of SF, the more significant the effects on cement
hydration kinetics.

(2) In a given blended paste, the degree of reaction of SF can
be tied to the degree of hydration of cement through a
secondary parameter. The parameter describes the rate of
CH consumption in pozzolanic reaction. The higher the
substitution level, the lower the degree of reaction of SF at
a given age.

(3) A higher substitution level of SF, in a blended paste, results
in lower porosity, and smaller threshold pore diameter at
early ages (e.g., 3 days), but higher porosity at later ages (e.g.,
120 days).

The decoupling method developed in this study is based on
widely available characterization tools and simple data analysis,
and does not necessitate the use of expensive instrumentation
or time-consuming data-processing protocols. It is thus a
promising method for prompt and convenient estimations of
degrees of hydration/reaction of blended cementitious materials,
especially when accurate estimates are not required. Methods
recommended by RILEM TC 238 should be used for more
accurate estimations. For future work, the degree of hydration
of cement and the degree of reaction of SF, in relation to

various processing parameters—for example, water-to-binder
ratio, substitution level of SF, chemical composition and
fineness of cement and SF, and curing temperature—will be
characterized by validated and reliable methods. Based on
collected datasets, advanced approaches, for example, machine
learning, will be used to model and predict the hydration kinetics
of blended cements.
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